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Breck Collection
The Breck Collection includes seating, tables,
and benches that combine playful design with
incredible versatility. Rounded corners and
upholstered elements make Breck a soft and
inviting addition to lounge and office spaces.

We’ve Got A Soft Spot...
...For the use of upholstery throughout the Breck
Collection. Completely shin, knee, and elbowfriendly, the smooth corners of these fabricwrapped tables and benches make for a space
that’s completely ouch-proof and filled with
personality.

At Your Breck and Call
Whether you need a place to sit and focus, a
touchdown spot for a quick chat, or simply a
place to set down that third cup of coffee, the
Breck Collection will be ready and waiting for you.
Throw together any combination of these tables,
benches, and lounge seating to make for a playful
and comfortable place to hang out.

Kick Your Feet Up
Take a break with Breck in the Lounge Chair and
Ottoman. These 2 pieces can be used separately,
or nested together to create an incredibly
comfortable shape that conforms to the way that
we naturally sit - perfect for some laptop work or a
midday refresh.

Power-Up in Color
Add an optional power unit to Breck Lounge or
Benches and choose from a wide assortment
of design-friendly color options for the powder
coated face plate.

Power Face Plate with Matching Exit Grommet for Retractable Cord Options

White
Gloss

Black

Gray

Cloud

Mist
Gloss

Light Rattan
Gloss

Khaki
Gloss

Lilac Chalk

Light Sienna
Gloss

Terracotta

Burgundy

Navy Mood

Aloe

Top Options (for Tables and Benches)

White
Laminate

Ash
Veneer

Walnut
Veneer
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Feels Like Home
Breck was designed to feel comfortably residential. The seating is firm but with a “lived in” quality and the
rounded tables are charming with that same welcoming vibe. Breck is a fun family to play with; countless
combos of finishes and fabrics give it a signature touch.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Lounge Chair

Ottoman

Small Table

Large Table

X-Large Round Table

Small Bench
With or Without
Seat Pad

Medium Bench
With or Without
Seat Pad

Large Bench
With or Without
Seat Pad

Kona Table
Square Side Table

Tombolo
Coffee Table

Kona Pouf
Round

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Ziggy Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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